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HEALTH AND DISABILITY SERVICES (COMPLAINTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 18 May. 
HON MARTIN ALDRIDGE (Agricultural) [7.49 pm]: I rise on behalf of the opposition to provide a contribution 
to the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021. Members who have followed this bill 
would realise that its genesis was in a decision made at the Council of Australian Governments Health Council 
meeting on 17 April 2015. The COAG Health Council agreed to the terms of the first national code and established 
minimum standards of conduct and practice for all public and private healthcare workers who are not registered 
under the National Registration and Accreditation Scheme. It established a nationally consistent legislative model 
that provides for disciplinary action and, in some cases, prohibition when a healthcare worker’s continued practice 
presents a serious risk to public health and safety. Obviously, some time has passed between the decision of the 
Council of Australian Governments in April 2015 and September 2022 in the Legislative Council. This bill, however, 
is not new. It was introduced into the Legislative Assembly on 25 November 2021 and it was introduced into the 
Legislative Council on 18 May 2022. Here we are, obviously, on 20 September 2022, considering for the first time 
the bill that is before us. I think it is fair to say that this bill has not received the expedited passage that perhaps other 
priority legislation of the government has received from time to time. Nevertheless, we are here today considering 
the bill before us. 
It was interesting to reflect on the Hansard of the other place with respect to this bill. Quite a significant second 
reading debate occurred in the other place. Members shared experiences, some personal and some of constituents 
with respect to complaints or experiences with health care. A significant number of speakers contributed to the second 
reading debate and, quite interestingly, a significant number of government members contributed to the second 
reading debate in the other place. 
Members might be aware that in late 2017, a consultation paper on this matter was released titled National code 
of conduct for health care workers in Western Australia: Consultation paper, dated December 2017. It effectively 
sets out, quite neatly, the history of this matter, the national code that had been established by COAG and the 
application of those national decisions in the context of Western Australia. This consultation paper set out a number 
of issues and asked a number of questions; I believe it asked 15 questions in total. What is of interest to me is 
where there is probably a gap in my knowledge about when the consultation concluded sometime in 2017–18, at least 
with respect to this paper and the bill that is before us.  
I notice page 2 of the explanatory memorandum has quite a detailed section on consultation—quite unusually, 
I would say. Page 2 of the explanatory memorandum says — 

The outcome of the consultation is contained in HaDSCO’s June 2018 Consultation Report on the 
National Code of Conduct for Health Care Workers in Western Australia.  

I sought access to this document only fairly late today, so I have not been able to secure it via the minister’s office. 
Perhaps the parliamentary secretary assisting the minister might be able to help to expedite access to that document, 
because it would be of interest to me. It is not obvious to me from reviewing the website of the Health and Disability 
Services Complaints Office that the document is readily available publicly or via the website, but it would be quite 
useful if we were able to contemplate the document during the consideration of this bill.  
Members who are familiar with this consultation paper will know that it asked 15 very specific questions, including 
“Do you agree with the proposed amendments to the grounds for making a complaint?”, “Do you agree with the 
proposed time frame for making a complaint about a breach of the national code?” and “Do you agree with the 
proposed legislative amendments to permit own-motion investigations?” The pro forma submission form requires 
the submitter to answer a simple yes-or-no question and then there is provision for providing further comments. 
We know from the information in the explanatory memorandum that a total of 43 submissions were received in 
response to the consultation paper. Stakeholders gave widespread support for the implementation of the national 
code in Western Australia, with HADSCO being the entity responsible for managing complaints and issuing 
prohibition orders. Stakeholders also noted the need for a collaborative approach with other government agencies 
and organisations in terms of cooperation during investigations and/or referral of matters. For me, that is probably 
the missing piece of the consultation puzzle, so to speak, noting that it occurred a number of years ago—in 2017, 
but probably more significantly in 2018. 

In the absence of access to some of that stakeholder feedback, there are some relevant questions that would be of 
interest, including whether the 43 submissions were received from organisations or individuals, which I believe 
was a requirement of the submission form. As I said before, it would be good to have some appreciation of the 
global response to the yes-or-no questions in the consultation phase. Who were the stakeholders who were engaged 
and did they make a submission? I think the most important question is: was there any change to the proposed 
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reforms as a result of the consultation? Obviously, the government established where it wanted to go and then 
sought feedback in the consultation phase. Noting that, according to the explanatory memorandum, there was 
widespread support in the submissions received, it would be interesting to know whether any material change was 
made to the policy position and the bill now before us. 

A couple of other things have happened to date. One is that earlier today, I think the Deputy Leader of the House 
tabled exhibit A, which is the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office’s 2021–22 annual report. It has 
a couple of references that I think are quite useful in the context of the debate, particularly complaint trends that 
HADSCO deals with, but also resourcing the agency, if I can call it that. I think we ought to give consideration to 
that in the context of the workload that we will be giving the director and her office when responding to complaints 
about the establishment of the national code. An interesting section can be found under “Message from the Director” 
on page 7 of the report, and “Looking to the future”. This short section states — 

The Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021 to implement the National Code 
of Conduct for health care workers in Western Australia is currently before Parliament. The National Code 
will be a new function for the Office. The Amendment Bill has a strong focus on protecting those using 
unregulated health practitioners’ services. It will address an existing regulatory gap in relation to health 
care workers who are not registered under the National Registration and Accreditation Scheme such as 
counsellors, dieticians, doulas, massage therapists, naturopaths, and other types of allied, alternative and 
community health services. 

The other thing that occurred today was a news story that appears to be a follow-up to a story from 16 December 
last year. It was an update on the national code of conduct for healthcare workers, again issued by the Health and 
Disability Services Complaints Office. I might read a short statement because it quite aptly summarises the bill, 
its intent and its current status. Under today’s date, it states — 

Progress continues to be made towards the implementation in Western Australia of a National Code of 
Conduct for health care workers (National Code), with the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) 
Amendment Bill 2021 being passed by the Western Australian Parliament’s Legislative Assembly in 
May 2022 and now pending the Legislative Council. 

The purpose of the National Code is to protect the public by setting minimum standards of conduct and 
practice for all health care workers in Western Australia who are not otherwise registered under the 
National Registration and Accreditation Scheme (NRAS), such as massage therapists, dieticians, speech 
pathologists, social workers, counsellors, naturopaths and other types of allied, alternative and community 
health services. 

The National Code will also apply to workers who may be providing a health service unrelated to their 
NRAS registration, or who are student or volunteer health care workers. 

Under the amendment Bill, the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office (HaDSCO) will implement 
the National Code through receiving complaints and undertaking investigations. HaDSCO will also be 
able to undertake disciplinary action by placing conditions on a healthcare worker’s practice and/or the 
issuing of prohibition orders to cease practice in circumstances where their conduct presents a serious 
risk to public health and safety. 

The National Code will not restrict entry into practice; however, it will allow effective action to be taken 
against a health care worker who fails to comply with the standards as provided for under the National Code. 
There are currently 17 clauses under the National Code which set out the manner in which health care 
workers should undertake their practice. 

Timing for the implementation of the National Code will be dependent on the Health and Disability Services 
(Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021being passed by the Western Australian Parliament’s Legislative Council. 

Obviously, here we are this evening. 
This bill has been around for a little while and it may have even been the case that I have had multiple briefings 
on this bill. I turn to the explanatory memorandum, which states — 

The NRAS covers 15 practitioner groups. There remain a significant number of professions who provide 
unregistered and unregulated health services including massage therapists, doulas, social workers, 
psychotherapists, counsellors, certain types of cosmetic services, and other types of allied, alternative and 
community health services. 
The National Code does not restrict entry into practice; however, it allows effective action to be taken against 
a health care worker who fails to comply with the proper standards as provided for under the National Code. 

If I recall correctly, it was described at my briefing as a negative licensing scheme or regime.  
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It does not require a practitioner to be registered or to be licensed, but it can revoke the right of a practitioner to 
practice in certain circumstances. The National Registration and Accreditation Scheme was established in 2010 by 
again introducing consistent legislation across Australia as an Australian government scheme. It affects the healthcare 
workforce across the country in specific areas. I note that the explanatory memorandum refers to 15 groups of 
practitioners, but according to my information that I extracted today, the NRAS refers to 16. I suspect in the time 
that has lapsed, there may well have been an additional profession registered under the NRAS. I recall us as 
a Council dealing with the registration of paramedics, but I think that was prior to the date of the introduction of 
this bill. Effectively, the 16 professions covered in the NRAS are Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health 
practitioners, Chinese medicine practitioners, chiropractors, dental practitioners, medical radiation practitioners, 
medical practitioners, nurses, midwives, occupational therapists, optometrists, osteopaths, paramedics, pharmacists, 
physiotherapists, podiatrists and psychologists. 
I return briefly to the annual report that was tabled earlier today, particularly reflecting on a section in the report 
that talks about complaint trends. For members taking an interest in this bill, some significant data is presented 
throughout the annual report, particularly in chapter 2 with regard to not only complaints received by the office, 
but also some of the historical profile over time as well. It is probably no surprise that the majority of complaints 
received last financial year related to health complaints. Of the complaints received by the office, 2 299 complaints 
related to health—some 77 per cent—with 431 related to mental health services, which equated to 14 per cent of 
complaints received, and 47 per cent related to disability, or two per cent of complaints received. Seven per cent, 
or 219, were considered out of jurisdiction complaints received. 
It is interesting to reflect on the message from the director on page 6 under the heading “Complaint trends”, 
which says — 

This year we received the highest number of complaints since the start of our operations in 1996. Complaint 
numbers continue to increase, rising from 671 in the first year of operation to 2,996 in 2021–22. 

Looking back at the issues that give rise to complaints, the underlying causes have remained relatively constant over 
the years, with the quality of treatment and care, communication, access to services, and costs continuing to be identified. 
The challenge into the future is to ensure adequate capacity and capability to manage emerging issues in complaints.  

In 1996, no one would have imagined that we would be living through a pandemic today and dealing with 
complaints about associated vaccination issues, which has been a key theme in our COVID-19 health 
complaints this year. We may not also have anticipated that voluntary assisted dying would be available 
to Western Australians. With the implementation of the Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2019, we now provide 
a complaints process for people who wish to access this service and for their carers. The complaints 
mechanism is one of the safeguards in place for this important piece of legislation. 
Carers today also play an important role in decision making for health, disability and mental health care 
for those they support. A complaints mechanism exists where carers believe a service provider has failed 
to comply with the Western Australian Carers Charter. The involvement of carers is one of the themes in 
our case studies in this Annual Report. 

From the briefing I received in late July this year, I understand that a complaint made to the office is currently 
restricted to the person representing the patient or carer but that that will be expanded as a result of this bill. Perhaps 
I might get some clarity from the parliamentary secretary about the current position and how that will be improved. 
My notes may be failing me, but I believe it is currently restricted to the patient and is being expanded to a person 
representing a patient or a carer, or perhaps there is a further expansion beyond what I have recorded in my notes. 
Another thing I want to explore further is the appeal mechanism contained in the bill. I will use a brief example. 
We will get to the detail, I am sure, in the not-too-distant future. Proposed division 4 provides for a review by the 
State Administrative Tribunal and is found on page 20 of the bill. It says — 

If the Director makes an interim prohibition order or prohibition order in relation to a person, the person 
may apply to the State Administrative Tribunal for a review of the Director’s decision to make the order. 

I note something that I may have read in the explanatory memorandum. I think that the president of SAT and also 
the Department of Justice were consulted about the appropriateness of the appeal mechanism and that they supported 
the mechanism and advised that they had sufficient resourcing to provide for a right of appeal without any additional 
resourcing. As someone who is not very familiar with the operations of the tribunal, I want to understand to what 
extent the appeal mechanism will be fair and practical, because the director will be able to make an interim prohibition 
order. Members will find, for example, at proposed section 52B(2)(a), that the limitation on the length of an interim 
prohibition order is not more than 12 weeks. I would like to get a greater understanding of how one might successfully 
apply for an appeal and have it considered and decided in a reasonable time frame, particularly when a healthcare 
worker may feel particularly aggrieved by the process or has been wronged by the director’s decision. What time 
frame could it be reasonably expected that an appeal could be considered and decided by the tribunal? My first 
question is: could it be achieved within that 12-week period? 
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Another thing worth noting is that there is no restriction on the number of interim prohibition orders that can be 
made. If one lapses, it can be reissued. Nothing will stop the director from issuing another IPO the next day if the 
tribunal decides that a matter effectively revokes the order on appeal. We have had similar debates in the course 
of other bills. I remember that Hon Alison Xamon, in particular, took an interest in bills that provide for review 
by the State Administrative Tribunal. I am not sure whether that is actually meaningful in individual circumstances, 
particularly with respect to initial public offerings. I can understand that, when somebody is the subject of 
a prohibition order, the time limit is one that is quite different from that which is considered under an interim 
prohibition order. That is something that I flagged in my briefing but I would like to try to get a better understanding 
of the extent to which this will be a practical solution to provide an appeals mechanism for certain applicants.  
I was advised at my briefing that New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and Victoria have all implemented 
the national code and the remaining states and territories are in the process of implementing it, which we are 
obviously doing here this evening in the Legislative Council. I do not know whether there has been any update on 
national progress in the passage of the last couple of months or whether that remains current. It would be good to 
know and to put on the record to what extent, if at all, our implementation differs materially from those established 
in other jurisdictions in the context of implementing a national uniform scheme, particularly given that a feature 
of this bill is recognising orders made in other jurisdictions against healthcare workers. It would be good to know. 
I am told that it is nationally consistent, but there is always scope with these types of bills, as is often necessary 
for jurisdictions, to adapt them to their schemes and other statutes. 
I will just touch on some of the director’s comments about resource scoping in the annual report tabled today. I was 
advised that the office received $2.5 million over the forward estimates to provide additional capacity, specifically 
for implementing this bill. I am advised that that is considered a sufficient level of resourcing to deal with the added 
workload that the office will be required to undertake. It will be important to know some sense of the implementation 
time line for the proclamation of this bill. That is something about the committee’s report that I will come to 
shortly. I would like to try to see how closely we will align the uplift in resourcing for the office with the passage 
of this bill and the additional functions that are likely to occur sooner rather than later. I was advised at the briefing 
in July—I am not so sure about September—that the government is hopeful that implementation will occur this 
calendar year, noting that there are requirements to gazette and, indeed, draft regulations, as well as other 
implementation matters. It would be interesting to know whether that remains on track.  
I turn now to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review’s 138th report. Obviously, this 
bill was discharged under our standing orders as a uniform legislation bill and referred to the committee for inquiry 
and report. I must say how much I miss the work of the legislation committee in considering bills in this place, but 
we do have the opportunity from time to time. I was about to say that it is not at the discretion of the government 
whether a uniform legislation bill is discharged and referred, but, in effect, it practically still is, because the member 
in charge of the bill must make a declaration to confirm whether the bill is a uniform legislation bill and, as we know 
from recent points of order and rulings by the President, that is not something that is open to her consideration either. 
This 138th report of the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review includes a number of 
findings and recommendations, and one of those findings, not unexpectedly, relates to the commencement clause. 
Just a moment ago, I was engaging more on the implementation of the bill, but we are now dealing with the 
commencement clause. At finding 1 of the report, the committee found — 

The lack of an express commencement date in clause 2(b) of the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) 
Amendment Bill 2021 is an erosion of the Parliament’s sovereignty and law-making powers. 

We see that clause 2 states — 
This Act comes into operation as follows — 

(a) sections 1 and 2 — on the day on which this Act receives the Royal Assent; 
(b) the rest of the Act — on a day fixed by proclamation. 

Once again, as it always does, the standing committee draws this type of commencement clause to the attention of 
the house, because it is effectively outsourcing to the government when laws passed by the houses of Parliament 
will actually become law, if at all. Of course, there is always scope for a government not to proclaim a bill after it 
has passed both houses and been presented to the Governor for assent. But what is probably of greater interest to the 
Council is recommendations 1, 2 and 3, which I might group together in discussing. Before I do that, findings 2, 
3 and 4 relate directly to these three recommendations. They effectively refer to the operative provisions of the bill 
with respect to interim prohibition orders, prohibition orders and the power to publish a statement setting out 
someone’s name. Finding 2 states — 

Clause 28, proposed section 52B(3)(a)(ii) constitutes an inappropriate delegation of legislation making 
power. It erodes the Western Australian Parliament’s sovereignty and law-making powers. 
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There are thresholds here that need to be met when exercising powers under this bill. I will use interim prohibition 
orders as an example, which are found in clause 28, proposed section 52B, “Director may make interim prohibition 
order”. Proposed subsection (3) states — 

(3) The Director must not make an interim prohibition order in relation to a health care worker unless — 
(a) either — 

(i) the Director reasonably believes that the health care worker has failed to comply with 
a code of conduct applying to the health care worker; or 

(ii) the health care worker has been convicted of a prescribed offence; 
It goes on to say — 

(b) the Director is satisfied that it is necessary to make the interim prohibition order to avoid 
a serious risk to — 
(i) the life, health, safety or welfare of a person; or 
(ii) the health, safety or welfare of the public. 

It is interesting because finding 2 of the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021 report 
of the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review relates to the threshold that requires the 
healthcare worker to have been convicted of a prescribed offence. The committee said that this clause constitutes 
an inappropriate delegation of legislation-making power. I draw members’ attention to the committee’s comments 
from paragraph 5.17 onwards of the report. It says — 

The Committee acknowledges the need for some flexibility in the prescription of offences given the broad 
range of occupations the Bill captures and the possibility of evolving regulation. Any offences prescribed 
should be existing, not new. The latter is more appropriate for primary legislation. 
… The Committee also notes the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation will consider 
under its term of reference 10.6(d) whether any offences prescribed in regulations made under proposed 
section 52B(3)(a)(ii) are appropriate for subsidiary legislation. 
… However, the Committee considers that the absence of criteria governing which offences may be prescribed 
constitutes an inappropriate sub-delegation of legislation-making power. The Parliament’s lack of control over 
Executive power to prescribe offences by delegating this to the Executive erodes parliamentary sovereignty. 
… Further, the position taken by other jurisdictions has no bearing on the impact of proposed 
section 52B(3)(a) on Western Australian parliamentary sovereignty. The Committee must look to the 
provision itself to assess this impact. 
… The Committee considers the Bill should contain some criteria governing the types of offences that 
may be prescribed. This should ensure these offences are relevant to determining whether a health care 
worker is a fit and proper person to be providing health services to the public. Linking the types of 
offences to the additional criteria in proposed section 52B(3)(b) should achieve this purpose. 

As I said, proposed section 52B(3) states — 
(b) the Director is satisfied that it is necessary to make the interim prohibition order to avoid 

a serious risk to — 
(i) the life, health, safety or welfare of a person; or 
(ii) the health, safety or welfare of the public. 

What the committee has crafted is an insertion of further words that appears on the supplementary notice paper, 
issue 1. It states — 

(3A) An offence cannot be prescribed for the purposes of subsection (3)(a)(ii) unless the commission 
of the offence — 
(a) would involve harm to — 

(i) the life, health, safety or welfare of a person; or 
(ii) the health, safety or welfare of the public; 
or 

(b) is capable of giving rise to a serious risk to — 

(i) the life, health, safety or welfare of a person; or 

(ii) the health, safety or welfare of the public. 
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I think the committee’s suggestion is quite reasonable; in fact, it is very reasonable. It also has appropriately 
qualified this, in my view, by linking the restriction on the regulation-making power to the second limb of the test, 
which is the director being satisfied that it is necessary to make the order to avoid a serious risk to the life, health, 
safety or welfare of a person or the public.  

In response to the committee, the minister stated — 

The ability to change the offences prescribed is needed for the effective operation of the National Code. 
The offences are to be prescribed by regulations as this provides flexibility to add or remove offences in 
response to changes in the National Code scheme, or in response to other regulatory or legislative changes 
that may have an impact on the operation of the National Code. If the offences are included in the Bill, 
the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Act 1995 (the Act) will need to be amended each time 
a change to the offences is required. 

Other jurisdictions have adopted the same legislative approach with regards to offences; offences are 
prescribed by regulations under the Health and Community Services Complaints Act 2004 (South Australia) 
and are intended to be prescribed by regulations under the Health Complaints Act 2016 (Victoria).  

It is intended the offences will be prescribed in regulations. 

I want to make it quite clear that nothing the committee has recommended is inconsistent with the view of the 
minister. I agree that if we were to exhaustively list the offences within the primary legislation, we probably would 
be back here from time to time, as our statute book evolves, to deal with changes or to incorporate new offences, 
remove old offences or modify existing offences under a range of statutes in this jurisdiction. 

I think the committee’s recommendation is completely consistent with the view of the minister. It has not 
recommended the removal of that regulation-making power; it has simply said that an offence cannot be prescribed 
for the purposes of those sections unless it is effectively relevant to the type of conduct we are seeking to regulate 
in these circumstances, and that is to avoid causing harm or creating serious risk for the public. 

The same can be said for recommendations 2 and 3, because recommendation 2 relates to prohibition orders, and 
recommendation 3 relates to publishing statements setting out names. The committee also recommended a review 
clause under recommendation 4. It is interesting to read the section of this report commencing on page 9 with regard 
to review clauses. In the first paragraph it sets out fundamental legislative principle 16 with regard to uniform 
legislation and review. I want to quote the minister’s position and the committee’s comment with regard to 
recommendation 4. Paragraph 5.31 states — 

Given the uncertain timeframe for the proclamation of the Bill, — 

Something I hope the parliamentary secretary will be able to assist me with this evening — 

the Committee asked the Minister: 

• Whether the review referred to in the budget papers will encompass the operation and effectiveness 
of the introduction of the National Code in proposed new section 77A.  

• If not, will a further review that assesses the operation and effectiveness be undertaken and 
within what timeframe?  

• If a further review is to be undertaken, can this be reflected in an amendment to section 79 of 
the Act?  

The minister responded and said — 

The extent to which the review referred to in the budget papers would encompass the operation and 
effectiveness of the introduction of the National Code will be determined by the date that the National Code 
comes into operation in Western Australia. This is dependent on the Bill being proclaimed and the necessary 
regulations taking effect. 

If the National Code is not implemented before the current review is finalised, the provisions relating to 
the National Code will be reviewed during … the next statutory review of the Act. This will provide an 
opportunity to consider all provisions in the Act after they have operated for an appropriate period of time. 

Due to the commencement of the current statutory review, and the requirement for the Bill to be proclaimed 
and regulations to be made before the National Code can be implemented in Western Australia, there is 
no intention to undertake a further review specific to the provisions in the Bill. 

The report continues — 
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The Committee sought clarification about whether there is legislative or other authority for ‘the next 
statutory review of the Act’ considering section 79 provides for only one review. The Health and Disability 
Services Complaints Office clarified that: 

It is expected that the current review of the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Act 1995 
will result in an Amendment Bill being introduced to Parliament that replicates (or renews) the 
existing section 79. This will in turn require the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) 
Act 1995 to be reviewed again at a later date. It is therefore assumed that this subsequent review 
will consider the effectiveness of the provisions in the Health and Disability Services Complaints 
Amendment Bill 2021. 

I might pause here, because what we have learnt from this exchange between the minister, the committee and, 
ultimately, the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office itself is that a legislative amendment is expected 
to arise from a statutory review, which I understand may not have even commenced, but it is also anticipated that 
that statutory review will find a need for, and the government will agree and the Parliament will implement, a review 
of the act at some point in the future. That may well all transpire, but, in my mind, that is not sufficient to dismiss 
the very valid points raised by this very important standing committee on this matter. In fact, the committee reflected 
on this exchange and said — 

5.34 The statutory review’s timeframe in the 2022–23 State Budget and the uncertain timing of the 
Bill’s proclamation means there will be insufficient time for the National Code’s operation and 
effectiveness to be examined. 

5.35 Further, whether the statutory review recommends an amendment bill will be at the Minister’s 
discretion. An assumption of a subsequent review provides no guarantee it will occur. This 
diminishes sovereignty. 

5.36 Regardless of when it is proclaimed, a statutory review clause in the Bill will respect parliamentary 
sovereignty and provide legislative certainty, enabling the Parliament to assess matters such as: 
• how the uniform scheme is being implemented in Western Australia 
• the operation and effectiveness of the National Code in Western Australia 
• whether the legislation is serving the State’s interests 
• whether the Bill has resulted in any unintended or undesirable consequences 
• any complaints and concerns about the Act and the scheme’s operation. 

I agree entirely with the view of the committee. 
I again draw members’ attention to the very useful document tabled today—well done, parliamentary secretary. 
On page 64 of HADSCO’s Annual report, under the heading “Significant issues and trends” and the subheading 
“Responding to policy initiatives and reform programs”, it says — 

In the closing of the year — 
Keep in mind that this is the 2021–22 financial year, Hon Darren West—I am making sure that we are on the 
same page — 

ministerial support was received to commence the statutory review of the Health and Disability Services 
(Complaints) Act 1995 and Part 6 of the Disability Services Act 1993. The review provides the opportunity 
for the legislation to be assessed for currency and to ensure it remains contemporary and fit for purpose 
into the future.  

We have learnt from this annual report tabled today that sometime at the end of the last financial year, HADSCO 
received ministerial support to commence the statutory review. That is positive, but I think it just further makes 
relevant the comments of the standing committee in its report that we are depending upon proclamation and 
implementation. Even the minister pointed out in her response that there needed to be a period of operation before 
we could commence a period of reflection and review. That is why we often adopt the fairly standard period of 
five years after proclamation—though there can be a range of mechanisms—in which to reflect, review and report 
on the operation of certain legislative instruments. Given that the review that appears to have been authorised is 
not going to allow for that period of operation, it is not an appropriate way of measuring the impact of this bill 
once enacted, nor does it give me sufficient comfort to dispense with the concerns about parliamentary sovereignty 
that were raised by the standing committee in this section of the committee’s report. 
Having touched on each of the key recommendations of the standing committee, I am hopeful that the government 
will agree that implementing all the recommendations will not to any extent impact on the policy intentions of the 
government in the passage of this matter, nor, in my view, will it impact on national consistency or the COAG 
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agreement made some years ago now. The committee has presented to the Legislative Council, by way of its report 
and the supplementary notice paper, some issues that I think are significantly worthy of our consideration. I hope 
the parliamentary secretary will wholeheartedly agree with the opposition and with the standing committee, which 
has brought these matters to our attention. 

I did have a couple of other minor matters to raise, but given this bill will be examined in Committee of the Whole, 
they are probably better ventilated when we get to the relevant clauses, or at least clause 1, noting that according 
to the supplementary notice paper we have amendments to at least two clauses—clause 28 and new clause 42A—
to consider. I think I have effectively identified the areas of the bill for which I have an information gap. Some of 
them require only minor clarification. As I said, I want some assurance about the resourcing and likely workload 
demand of the office as we go forward, and the appetite of the government to make sure that the office has the 
resources available to it. Obviously, we are effectively moving to a regulatory regime for all the unregulated 
healthcare workers in Western Australia, as many other jurisdictions have done, so we want to make sure that those 
workers, as well as the patients accessing their services and others involved in the provision of care, know that the 
concerns that are raised will be dealt with appropriately and fairly and in a way that delivers the best outcome for 
all involved. 

As I indicated at the outset, the opposition supports the bill. I hope the government will agree that we can improve 
the substance of the bill before us by implementing the recommendations of the standing committee.  

HON STEPHEN PRATT (South Metropolitan) [8.44 pm]: Before I dive into my contribution, I will respond to 
some of the comments made by Hon Martin Aldridge, who made an interesting contribution today. The government 
helpfully provided the annual report, which provided some content for him. The honourable member touched on 
the risks to public health and safety, which I will cover later in my contribution. He was perhaps more articulate 
than I will be, but we will see how I go. I will touch on the tabling of the annual report and the workload resulting 
from the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021 that is before the house this evening. 
The member answered the question about the budget allocation, so that has been covered.  

The other note I made was about the list of examples of services mentioned in the explanatory memorandum. The 
Minister for Health in the other house, in closing the second reading debate, referred to the list of examples but 
stated they will be determined on a case-by-case basis by the investigator and the director because these practices 
or professions pop up and evolve, and new professions are created, so we needed an act that was robust but flexible 
enough to accommodate future practices that may come up. That responds in part to the question around the 
professions that are listed and what this amendment bill might do in the future as professions come into being.  

I rise this evening to contribute to debate because this amendment bill is quite important. Hon Martin Aldridge 
mentioned the number of government and opposition members who spoke on this bill in the Legislative Assembly. 
That is testament to the importance placed on this bill, given it was an election commitment. I recall that it was 
introduced in the last session of Parliament; it lapsed and was reintroduced by Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson. Members 
can correct me if I am wrong, but I think that is how it went down.  

It is an important amendment bill that in essence will provide a further layer of protection to people who access 
alternative health services. I understand that most states in the country have passed similar legislation, and the passage 
of this bill will bring Western Australia into line with the rest of the country. I have had experience with the Health 
and Disability Services Complaints Office over the years as I worked in the health space as an adviser to the then 
opposition’s shadow Minister for Health. From time to time I have referred constituents to HADSCO and for the 
most part I have had pretty good results from that. For the most part, people are well served when they have 
a complaint with a health service provider and go to HADSCO. Their complaints are followed up, so I think it is 
a valuable service. What we are trying to do today with this bill is to further strengthen that service.  

This bill will bring us into alignment with the national code of conduct for healthcare workers, which sets minimum 
standards of practice for healthcare workers who are not registered under the NRAS, the National Registration and 
Accreditation Scheme, or who provide services unrelated to their registration, and also student or volunteer healthcare 
workers. Hon Martin Aldridge mentioned those workers. Examples of healthcare workers who are listed include 
massage therapists, dietitians, doulas, social workers, psychotherapists, counsellors, certain types of cosmetic 
services, and other types of allied, alternative and community health services. The bill includes a list of services but, 
as the minister mentioned in her closing address, this is an indicative list and it can change. This amendment bill 
should allow wriggle room for some flexibility if new services come to light.  

I also note the support shown for the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021 by the 
opposition in the other house. The bill before us is the result of significant consultation with stakeholders in the 
medical community. As has been mentioned, the intent is to bring Western Australia in line with other states by 
introducing a national code of conduct for healthcare workers. The national code provides a set of standards against 
which to assess, in the event of a complaint or investigation, whether the conduct of a health service provider 
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constitutes a breach of the code. The healthcare profession is already highly regarded and trusted by the community, 
but this amendment will add further strength and peace of mind for consumers. 
A number of valuable contributions were made in support of the legislation in the other house. One example is the 
contribution by the member for Riverton, Dr Jags Krishnan, who used an example from his working history and 
shared a personal story. For the benefit of Hansard, this was on Thursday, 7 April. He states — 

In the past, I have assisted the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency in conducting investigations. 
In one such instance, it so happened that a practitioner had treated a patient for chest pain, and without 
investigating further, they treated the patient for reflux. That can happen; I do not deny it. But this patient 
presented again. The same advice was given and the patient was sent back home without even getting 
a basic ECG done. On the fourth presentation, the patient landed in the emergency department with a heart 
attack, or myocardial infarction. The patient was not aware that the general practitioner had missed the 
diagnosis on three previous occasions over the duration of a week. The patient went back to the GP, who 
did not even discuss what had happened but continued to provide care. The patient was not fully aware. 
A year and a half later, this patient started developing difficulty in swallowing. The same old doctor 
prescribed antacid medications on every visit. After a four-month delay, when this practitioner was on leave, 
the patient saw another practitioner, who found that they had advanced oesophageal cancer. That practitioner 
reported the previous practitioner to AHPRA and an investigation was initiated. 

The point that Dr Jags, as I refer to him, was trying to make is — 

… there is a regulatory framework for the sharing of records—the medical records standards—that allowed 
the practitioner to report his colleague who was not up to the mark. Unfortunately, that does not exist for 
unregistered practitioners … 

Basically, that is what we are trying to achieve with this bill. That was a valuable contribution from the member 
for Riverton. 

The member for Cockburn, David Scaife, pointed to the rise of fake, unproven or dangerous services that have 
accelerated during the recent COVID-19 pandemic. This extends to the amount of false and misleading information 
that has been shared during this period. If this amendment is not put in place, we risk further harm to people in our 
community who seek health services outside those that are currently registered. The bill delivers on an election 
commitment of the McGowan Labor government and goes to the heart of our commitment to make health care 
more accessible and of the highest quality and safety in the world. For those who seek alternative medicine or 
treatment, these reforms do not seek to hinder access; rather, they aim to strengthen the care and quality provided. 
As the minister explained in the other house, the purpose of this bill is essentially to provide a robust regulatory 
framework around people who, as identified by a number of members in the other house, are often at their most 
vulnerable and most desperate when they are unwell and have received a devastating diagnosis. Sometimes 
conventional medicine does not help, they have exhausted all other options or they have a deep distrust of 
conventional medicine. That certainly exists in the community. The legislation will also provide those who provide 
legitimate services or services that improve people’s quality of life some rigour around those services. 

The contribution by the member for Scarborough was very powerful, and I commend him for providing his 
personal story to Parliament. I tell you what: when the people of Scarborough endorsed this FIFO tradie/surfie, 
they did not realise they were getting a whole lot more—a genuine caring person whom I am sure the communities 
of the Scarborough electorate will rally around and support for many years to come. I encourage members who 
have not watched—it should be watched and not read—the replay of his speech on this bill to do so. I will not go 
too much further into the issues raised, but I will say it partly touched on the concept of so-called conversion 
therapy and the harm this type of service can have on individuals. Nobody should have to hide their sexuality from 
anyone, especially their own family and community. Addressing these harmful practices is a small step in the right 
direction, and I stand with those in the LGBTQIA+ community in opposition to this practice. This topic was covered 
quite heavily in some of the contributions in the other house. I quote the member for Nedlands, Katrina Stratton. 
She said in part of her contribution — 

The question is not whether conversion therapy practices are effective; it is whether they have a place in 
a modern and inclusive society. They certainly violate human rights conventions. People who identify as 
LGBTQIA are not broken. They do not need to be fixed. They are not sick and they do not need to be cured. 

I think that was a great contribution from the member for Nedlands. 

In closing, I thank Minister Sanderson for introducing this legislation and the opposition members and Libby Mettam 
for their contributions and signalling the opposition’s support for this bill. I commend the bill to the house. 

HON DR BRIAN WALKER (East Metropolitan) [8.56 pm]: I have to say from the very outset that the Health and 
Disability Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021 appears to be a very sensible bill, and it will receive my 
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support and that of the Legalise Cannabis Western Australia Party. However, there is a concern about the devil being 
in the detail. I have to confess also my particular prejudice against bureaucracy whereby people who are not at the 
active front can pontificate about how to manage what can be quite difficult cases and guess with the benefit of 
hindsight how someone should have proceeded. My personal opinion on the code of conduct is that it really is quite 
an ancient code of conduct. Do no harm—in any sense, do no harm. It is really not that difficult. But then it comes 
to the question of the many codes of conduct for the different areas of alternative health management. We have to 
wonder who sets the code. 
We heard just a little while back the excellent contribution from my friend Hon Stephen Pratt about the LGBTQI 
approach and conversion therapy. I could not agree more. It was not so long ago that to say that in public would 
have earned the scorn of the masses and certainly colleagues in the house. Is it not true that the idea that someone 
could have a sexuality different from what passes for normal—here I wonder what normal actually means—and 
the question that that could be contemplated would have been far from the public mind, yet we could have people 
imposing their particular code of conduct. Imagine, if you will, if Scott Morrison were in charge of a committee 
about the code of conduct and decided to have a Pentecostal approach to managing wellness. 
[Interruption.] 
Hon Dr BRIAN WALKER: I know it is quite shocking! “Let’s wave the hand, say prayers and you will be cured; 
and, if not, you are a friend of the Devil.” I have actually witnessed that. I have witnessed that kind of behaviour 
and it is quite shocking. We have a wide spread of what is acceptable and what is normal. What is wellness in the 
first place? Let me tell members how I behaved with patients who came to me with a life-threatening illness. Let 
us take cancer, for example. They would say, “I’ve got a diagnosis of cancer. Am I going to die?” and I would say, 
“Of course you’re going to die.” We have a long conversation, but the bottom line is that I ask the person how they 
are living—are they actually living. The same thing can be done with people who have major disabilities. If someone 
has been paralysed, they may feel that they are no longer worthwhile in society, which is complete nonsense: 
“How may I move forward to my concept of wellness and recognise that I do have a place in society, I am worthwhile 
and I can have a high quality of life? What others think about my disability is utterly unimportant.” 
We now come to people who are offering wellness services. Let us take, for example, something like Buteyko 
breathing, which tells people that if they want to breathe better, they should breathe less. There is a whole study on 
asthma that shows that reducing breathing and getting more carbon dioxide stimulates breathing more, which is true 
but very counterintuitive. The same thing can be found with other forms of health care—for example, in traditional 
Chinese medicine, taking herbs that will cure based on the measurement of energies and pulses. It is a totally foreign 
concept to the western medicine approach. We, of course, call that alternative, because our medicine is called 
orthodox medicine. It is a nice Greek word that means correct. Anything that is not orthodox must, by definition, 
be wrong. We are not going to tolerate that; we will make them alternative services and go to see them when all else 
fails. We judge alternative medicine based on that principle: “It’s not right, but it’s not going to harm, so go and 
do it. Waste your money.” That is the current medical approach to a lot of alternative medical care. Imagine that 
type of medical mindset saying, “I am going to pronounce judgement on this alternative health care and hold you 
to a code of conduct and sanction you if you do not live up to my standards.” The devil is in the details. 
One of my problems with bureaucrats is that once they are given an inch, they will take a mile. When it comes to 
regulating things, is it not fun to be in charge as part of that board and say, “I will do this”? With another regulation 
and another stipulation, it is just going to make it muddier, but it is also giving justification to someone who is part 
of the board. I do not like them. I recall being attacked by the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency. 
The case in question involved me stopping the medication for a man and giving him something else. He then 
developed a heart rhythm disorder. I was reported to AHPRA because I had given the wrong medication. What 
the person who reported me did not understand was that, in the presence of asthma, the medication I stopped can 
cause sudden death. It is not wise to give it, so it is best to avoid that kind of medication, because doctors do not 
want people dying suddenly while they are treating a condition because this is the effect. It is a bad look. He went 
to a cardiologist, who said, “Yes, fine; we can do that. This will be the suitable medication.” He went back on the 
different medication and all was good, but I was sanctioned by this person because he wanted to exert control over 
me and he could say, “Dr Walker has been investigated for improper prescribing of medication.” It was held over 
my head. It took about two years for AHPRA to get its act together and decide that it was a vexatious complaint. 
But in that time, whenever people asked whether I wanted to do a locum and whether I was under investigation, and 
they found out that I was, they would say, “In that case, we can’t have you.” We can see the power of giving this 
ability to bureaucrats, who can then decide who will be in favour and who will not. I am not saying that it is a bad 
idea. I am saying that members need to be careful. This has unintended consequences. We need to be aware of the 
very real risk of well-meaning approaches being banished because the people in charge think it is not the code of 
conduct we support. 
Let me take this further. I have spoken about this matter in the chamber before. Even now, we have the problem 
of alternative opinions not being accepted. That is fine. There is a famous joke: if you have three doctors in a room, 
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what do you have? You have three opinions! We can have varied opinions because we look at the information, 
make an assessment and come to different understandings. We have a nuanced approach to how we treat something. 
It is true in the whole spectrum of wellness care. 
In this particular case, we have the COVID vaccination. We can look at both sides of the argument. The problem 
I have is that colleagues have produced science from institutions that gives an alternative approach to what 
passes for normal in our current government. It is well-funded and well-researched information, backed up by 
peer reviewed journals of a high quality but does not follow what has been put to us by the current regime. The 
Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency said that there is an imminent and serious risk to public health 
from doctors putting the question out there. The question itself is banned. We are going to sanction the doctor and 
take away that person’s right to work. Members might well say that we are not talking about doctors or other 
healthcare workers currently covered by AHPRA; it is there for the unregistered workers. But the principle is exactly 
the same. For example, if someone is prescribing a course of treatment involving Pilates and they develop a new 
idea for managing, say, back pain and someone happens to have an accident using the reformer, they might say, 
“This whole thing is wrong. This person has the wrong idea. We want them taken off the register.” As mentioned 
by my honourable colleague, the interim prohibition order could be extended again and again and the practitioner 
could lose their livelihood. If they can no longer practise because of an opinion by a board that follows down a path 
that does not allow that treatment to be used, that person’s means of putting food on the table for their family is 
removed. That is unjust, but the principle is perfectly good. The principle is that if people are going to cause harm to 
the public or themselves, they should not be practising. I heartily approve of that. As I said, the devil is in the detail. 
Keeping it simple could be really important. What is defined as a danger? Let us look at exactly where we would 
set the limits. Following on from the committee report, I very much recommend that we take a close look at how 
we retain the power within our parliamentary procedures to make changes and not abrogate them to another body. 
I have touched on vexatious complaints and future bias and who can protect us from the opinions of those in charge. 
In general, this is an excellent bill, and I will be supporting it. I would counsel that in Committee of the Whole we 
look very closely at how it may be improved to allow for the details not to become bedevilled. 
HON LORNA HARPER (East Metropolitan) [9.08 pm]: I am very honoured to speak on the Health and Disability 
Services (Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021, on which we are working across the chamber. That is quite unusual, 
especially considering some things. When I did my research, I came across terms that I honestly had no clue what 
they meant. I had to figure out what some of these terms were. Please, if I pronounce them wrongly, be patient 
because I did not know what they were. The first is kin-e-see-ologist. 
Hon Dr Brian Walker: Kinesiologist. 
Hon LORNA HARPER: Thank you. I wondered what on earth that was and why we are making sure that we 
have some regulations and an area in which people can make complaints. It is a form of therapy that uses muscle 
monitoring—biofeedback—to look at imbalances that may be causing disease in the body. Who knew? It aims to 
detect and correct imbalances that may relate to stress, nutrition or minor injuries, but it is not used to diagnose 
disorders. I quite like the sound of it myself. It uses biofeedback. I thought, “Please explain to me what biofeedback 
is.” Biofeedback is a type of therapy that uses sensors attached to the body to measure key bodily functions. It is 
intended to help people learn more about how their body works. This information may help a person to develop 
better control over certain bodily functions and address health concerns. It is built on the concept of mind over 
matter. That is when I ran out. The idea is that with proper techniques, a person can change their health by being 
mindful of how their body responds to stresses and other stimuli. As the only practising medical doctor in the 
chamber, I am sure Hon Dr Brian Walker would have something to say about mind over matter and medicine. 
I know what a doula is because I used to work with one. A doula is a person who provides emotional and physical 
support to people during pregnancy and childbirth. The important thing to remember is that doulas are not classed 
as medical professionals. They do not deliver the baby or provide any medical care. A certified doula has undertaken 
a training program and passed an exam on how to help pregnant women and their families during this exciting but 
challenging experience. Long before women started to go to hospitals to have babies, that is what we would have 
called old-fashioned midwives who were not actually trained. 
Ayurvedic medicine—this is one of my favourites—is a system of traditional medicine native to India. Treatment 
options are varied and include yoga, acupuncture, herbal medicine, massage therapy and dietary changes. That is 
something that some of us should use. I mean me! 
It is actually really good because there are these alternative medicines and ways of looking at health care et cetera. 
Not having a structure around that to ensure that people were being held accountable for their practices was not 
the best thing. Bringing forward this legislation and providing that structure, as Hon Martin Aldridge talked about, 
will allow anyone to make a complaint. It will not have to be the patient. It could be a carer or someone else who 
happens to know something. A complaint can be made by the person receiving the health service, their representative, 
a carer, another service provider, or any other person who believes that the national code of conduct or prohibition 
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order has been breached by a healthcare worker. Under proposed section 19(3), the intention is to ensure that there 
are no restrictions on who can make complaints about the national code of conduct, as the national code of conduct 
has been established to protect the health and safety of the public from healthcare workers who do not provide services 
in a safe and ethical manner. Who can argue against that, whether we are talking about doulas, kinesiologists or 
Ayurvedic—my apologies to Hansard—medicine or biofeedback? Let me look at the list that has been mentioned 
several times by other members. The list includes massage therapists, dietitians, social workers, psychotherapists, 
counsellors and certain types of cosmetic services. I am very thankful that cosmetic services have been included. 
As a mother of a daughter who believes in this day and age of social media such as Instagram that cosmetic surgery 
is okay and that pouting lips, tattooed eyebrows and injected lips is the way to go and is beautiful, I am very glad 
that there will be some structures for complaints around those services.  
The national code will also apply to other types of allied, alternative and community health services. I have been 
a bit cheeky and spoken tongue-in-cheek about some of these services, but other people actually have some real 
belief in these services—doulas, for example. I chose to have my child in hospital with medical professionals, 
which was a good job because if I had not, I probably would not be standing here today. Other people do not feel 
the need for that; they feel that they want to have a doula present as an emotional coach to help them when they have 
their baby and speak out for them. Other people believe that going for a massage once a week is actually the best 
thing for their health. There is this whole thing about doing yoga and everything; a lot of us in here probably do 
some of that stuff for our mental health. That does not mean that these people should just be able to go out and do 
what they want when they want, and not be held accountable. 
I have not touched on conversion therapy because Hon Stephen Pratt touched on it so well that I do not really need to. 
For us to be in agreement about such an abhorrent practice is really great. That is all I have to witter on about for now. 
HON NICK GOIRAN (South Metropolitan) [9.15 pm]: I rise to contribute to the Health and Disability Services 
(Complaints) Amendment Bill 2021. It is a 33-page bill and some 43 clauses in length. I acknowledge that the lead 
speaker for the opposition alliance is Hon Martin Aldridge, who has very comprehensively analysed the bill. I thank 
him for that and look forward to the response from the parliamentary secretary to the number of matters that he 
has raised. As the honourable member noted, this is one of the bills that has had the benefit of being considered 
by the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review. Before I launch into my comments about 
the bill that is before us, I want to thank that particular committee for its work. We will spend some time looking 
at this when we get into Committee of the Whole House. When I briefly had the opportunity to consider this report 
and the recommendations that flowed from it, which have now found their way onto the supplementary notice 
paper, I could not help but have a look at who the advisory officer was. It comes as no surprise that Alex Hickman 
was the advisory officer on this particular bill. I single him out because, in my time in Parliament, I have consistently 
found his work to be excellent, and the report that is before us is no exception. We will go through those particular 
recommendations, albeit that Hon Martin Aldridge has already helpfully provided us with a summary of those matters.  
As a number of members have already identified, the purpose of the bill before us is to introduce the national code 
of conduct for healthcare workers into our state. It will amend the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) 
Act 1995. The code will apply to a cohort of individuals who are considered to be healthcare workers. We will 
need to unpack exactly how that particular matter is defined or is intended to be interpreted but, essentially, it is those 
who are not registered under the national registration and accreditation scheme. The purpose and the aim of the 
code is to ensure that there is a certain minimum level of standards. In particular, its rationale looks to deal with what 
I would describe as unscrupulous operators who are preying on vulnerable people. Those operators must be stopped. 
It is also looking to ensure that people who access a health service will be accessing a service provided by individuals 
who are held to a certain level of professional accountability. 
I would encourage members to take an opportunity to look at the explanatory memorandum that accompanies this 
bill. Members will note this comment made by the government in the explanatory memorandum — 

Stakeholders also noted the need for a collaborative approach with other government agencies and 
organisations, in terms of both co-operation during investigations, and/or referral of matters. 

I have to say that if members want to understand or endeavour to understand that, The Sydney Morning Herald on 
23 August this year produced a very helpful infographic. I have provided a copy of this to the hardworking 
parliamentary secretary, who has responsibility for this bill. I will momentarily seek leave of the house, through 
you, Acting President, to table this document. It is titled, “Australian health regulation, key legal instruments and 
agencies”, and when members have the opportunity to get a copy of it, they will see that it is what I would describe 
to the parliamentary secretary as a dog’s breakfast. Members will understand more when they actually get a copy 
of this in a moment. It sets out all the different agencies and their acts across the nation, both state and federal, and 
all their health services’ legal instruments, regulations and agencies. It is a complicated web—that would probably 
be the most charitable way I could describe it. It is no wonder that we then need specialist lawyers in health law 
to be able to make any sense of that framework. 
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I seek leave of the house to table this document, which was published in The Sydney Morning Herald on 23 August 2022. 
[Leave granted. See paper 1599.] 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Thank you, Mr Acting President and members, for that indulgence. I encourage members 
to take a look at that document. This is why I gave a copy of it to the parliamentary secretary. I just flag that in the 
Committee of the Whole House stage, I will be looking to unpack with the parliamentary secretary precisely what 
level of consultation the current Minister for Health has undertaken. The explanatory memorandum stated — 

Stakeholders … noted the need for a collaborative approach with other government agencies and 
organisations, in terms of both co-operation during investigations, and/or referral of matters. 

I want to be satisfied that what we are not doing here is somehow creating yet another framework in which the 
Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency and the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office can 
buck pass and under which we continue to have duplication of work. 
It is in that context—what I will describe as this current regulatory system being little more than a mess—that 
I want to draw members’ attention to a recently published article from WAtoday. The copy that I have available 
appears to be dated 23 August 2022 and it is titled, “‘It’s so scary’: Ella was hospitalised after cosmetic surgery went 
horribly wrong”. In part, this article states as follows — 

Many experts believe patients aren’t adequately protected. They argue it isn’t just cosmetic cowboys at 
fault but regulators that allow them to operate with virtual immunity. 
Regulatory specialist Andy Schmulow describes AHPRA as a “broken and dysfunctional regulator, weak, 
feckless, suborned”. 
“Once you have failed to adhere to your principles of priority, number one, patient welfare, I think that’s 
a fatal error,” he says. 
Lawyer Margaret Faux, who is also a registered nurse and health regulation expert of 40 years, says the 
health system is an incoherent mess and describes AHPRA as pathetic. 
“It’s not a question of them being asleep at the wheel, they’re nowhere near the car. They’re just nowhere,” 
she says. 
Professor Allan Fels, the former head of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, a former 
hospital director and former chairman of the National Mental Health Commission, is also concerned. 
“AHPRA is ineffective in protecting the public from very dangerous practices in cosmetic surgery … 
that’s not good enough for a regulator where public health is at risk,” he says. 

The article goes on later to say — 
AHPRA oversees 15 boards … 

I pause there for a moment to note the contribution of Hon Martin Aldridge, who seemed to indicate earlier that 
that might now be 16 boards. Nevertheless, it continues — 

AHPRA oversees 15 boards, including the medical board, the state regulators and dozens of other public 
and private regulators. 

The article goes on later to say — 
“When you’ve got two regulators that are basically both responsible for monitoring and prosecuting the 
same offence, neither will necessarily do it and some people will fall through the gaps, and that’s what’s 
happening,” Faux says. 

That is a reference back to lawyer Margaret Faux who, as I mentioned earlier, is a registered nurse and health 
regulation expert of 40 years. 
The article concludes a little later by referencing again Mr Fels—that is, Professor Allan Fels, to whom I referred 
earlier. It says — 

Fels also believes time is up. “There needs to be a serious royal commission or serious public inquiry into 
the whole situation, starting with the culture at AHPRA, also looking at the law, also at the buck-passing 
between federal and state regulation,” he says. 

As I say, it seems to me that it is reasonable in that context to describe the current situation of health regulation as 
“a real mess”. 
I want to draw to members’ attention the case of Broome-based Dr Berger—B-E-R-G-E-R. He is a highly 
experienced remote area general practitioner who was ordered by the Medical Board of Australia in June this year 
to undertake an education program. Dr Berger has been a critic of the government’s COVID policies and, as 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4111599c2dcc1154640bf345482588c400084d62/$file/tp-1599.pdf
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a result, has had conditions put on his registration. What is interesting about this case, which has attracted some 
level of scrutiny and attention by others, is that there was an InSight+ article titled “Fallout continues from Ahpra 
‘over-reach’” on 1 August this year, which contained a little more detail. I quote from it as follows — 

THE Australian health regulator’s response to an ongoing debate about freedom of expression for doctors 
online was “confused and not at all reassuring”, according to one vocal opponent. 
On Monday 25 July, the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (Ahpra) and the Medical Board 
of Australia (MBA) issued a joint statement saying there was “no place for bullying and harassment in 
healthcare because it harms the lives and careers of doctors and it harms patients”. 
“This cultural challenge extends to behaviour online. Social media is not a forum to bully, harass or 
intimidate. The same standards apply online and in person.” 
Although the statement offered no context for why it had been issued, it came in the wake of three events—
the placing of registration conditions on Broome GP Dr David Berger for his outspoken criticism of 
COVID-19 public health settings on Twitter; an open letter from 18 leading health practitioners and 
researchers, published on 14 July, calling for an independent audit of Ahpra’s handling of social media 
and public advocacy complaints; and a call from the Australian Medical Association’s (AMA) Victorian 
branch for a Royal Commission into Ahpra.  
Dr Andrew Miller … an anaesthetist and former President of the AMA’s Western Australia branch, told 
InSight+ that he found the Ahpra/MBA statement “curious, confused and not at all reassuring”. 
“It was issued without context other than the timing [regarding] Dr Berger’s issues, and the fact it commits 
the fallacy of conflating ‘freedom of speech’ with ‘bullying and harassment’—I don’t know what they 
were trying to achieve. 
“Dr Berger’s conditions did not in any way relate to any alleged bullying or harassment of anyone and it is 
disingenuous in my opinion to raise those topics when responding to criticism of the way they handled his case. 
“Whether Ahpra like it or not, when you start to tell people you cannot speak that way, you must speak 
this way it is of course a limitation on freedom of speech. To say otherwise is nonsensical. 
“Nobody disagrees that bullying and harassment are unacceptable,” said Dr Miller, who was one of the 
co-signers of the open letter. 
“What is at issue though is robust criticism of what Dr Berger and others might argue are fools making 
foolish policies. Is Ahpra saying there are no fools or foolish ideas in politics, big pharma or medicine, 
or just that if there are we must not say so? 
“Why should doctors, and no-one else in the community, be forced to feign respect for mediocre or 
incompetent authorities or individuals? 
“The law must to be applied equally to everyone; you should not single out one person who opposes 
government policy while apparently not acting on myriad others who are emotionally pejorative online, 
and who now threaten and follow through with anonymous reports to Ahpra when they do not like what 
a doctor says. 

I pause there to say that this is pretty powerful, explosive stuff from some pretty experienced individuals, not the 
least of which is the immediate past president of the Australian Medical Association. The article goes on to quote 
another person, Professor Kerryn Phelps, who is not exactly the type of person that I would ordinarily share a view 
with on a whole range of issues. Nevertheless, the article states — 

Professor Kerryn Phelps, former President of the federal AMA and a former Member of Parliament, was 
also a co-signer of the open letter. 

She is quoted as stating — 
“There is a risk to public safety when doctors remain silent when political and public health messaging is 
getting it wrong. 
“This goes back to Dr John Snow and the Broad Street pump or Dr Ignaz Semmelweis [sic] and 
handwashing in birthing units. 
“Throughout this pandemic, doctors have had to call out mistakes on issues like airborne transmission of 
COVID, the efficacy of masks to reduce transmission, children being able to transmit the virus, and many 
more examples where politics and misinformation have over-ridden evidence and clinical experience.” 

The article continues — 
The anonymity of the complainant versus the public naming of the doctor being complained about is also 
a matter of concern to many. 
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Dr Andrew Watkins, a Melbourne paediatrician, said it was an issue that made him “particularly angry”. 
… 
“If they are political complaints against a doctor for public comments, they will be from interested parties 
and the complaint, process and any sanction cannot be fully assessed by the community and those 
complaining must be forced to do so publicly, so their actions can be judged. 
… 
“It is ridiculous for Ahpra to conflate robust criticism of governments, senior bureaucrats and drug 
companies with bullying of patients or colleagues, junior or senior—the power imbalance is in a wholly 
opposite direction and Dr Berger’s targets are big enough and ugly enough to take care of themselves. 
“There is altogether too much bullying in medicine, which needs to be addressed, but Dr Berger is not 
the problem—Ahpra should stick to its knitting. 

It does not stop there because I note that very experienced lawyers, Panetta McGrath, have written an online article 
entitled “12 commandments to mitigate Ahpra notifications”. We simply do not have the time this evening to unpack 
all of them, but I will touch on one of the 12—number 9, which deals with the use of social media. These expert 
health lawyers are seeking to educate their constituency with what they refer to as 12 commandments to avoid 
Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency notifications—in other words, to avoid a disciplinary complaint. 
One of the commandments is to do with social media and states — 

Be very careful when using social media (even on your personal pages), when authoring papers or when 
appearing in interviews. Health practitioners are obliged to ensure their views are consistent with public 
health messaging. This is particularly relevant in current times. 

Get this, Acting President: this is written by health lawyers in Western Australia who are trying to educate their 
constituency—a group of medical practitioners—and they say — 

Views expressed which may be consistent with evidence-based material may not necessarily be consistent 
with public health messaging. 

It should cause people concern that this is going on with the so-called disciplinary body that looks into learned medical 
practitioners and other health workers. Why I raise all of this, for the benefit of the hardworking parliamentary 
secretary, is that as Hon Martin Aldridge has indicated, we support this bill, which is part of a national agreement. 
But what the opposition does not want is more mess. If this is the state of the current regulatory system for 
professionals in the 15 or 16 professions or whatever it might be and we are now going to give responsibility, albeit 
not to AHPRA but to the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office, to look into the so-called unregulated 
health workers in Western Australia, is HADSCO going to do it at a level where it becomes a mess and a fiasco or 
is there going to be a different standard?  
We need to make sure that we get this right, because if it is anything like the chart I tabled earlier—the tabled 
document—the ordinary Western Australian constituent will have no hope of being able to navigate that system. It is 
no wonder we talk about the need for navigators in the health system when there is this level of complexity. If 
someone wants to try to put in a complaint, they will definitely need an expert health lawyer to help them navigate 
the complaints process. 
When this type of disciplinary matter is put forward, it can affect a person’s reputation. Even if someone is cleared 
of all charges on a disciplinary matter, that does not necessarily address the reputational damage that has been caused 
by a false, vexatious or frivolous complaint, or a complaint that has been wholly unsubstantiated. The reputational 
damage will still exist. We know this because, by way of an analogy in the education sector, Hon Neil Thomson 
has been pursuing the government and the Leader of the House, who is away on urgent parliamentary business, on 
the Brock Burston case. Again, we simply do not have the time today to unpack all these things, but that is another 
example of a heavy-handed approach. In this case, the state government took a very heavy-handed approach against 
an individual, who then suffered reputational damage. Even though an apology of sorts was issued by the government, 
that does not redress the reputational damage. The same sort of situation seems to be occurring time and again, 
with AHPRA’s heavy-handed approach creating reputational damage to medical practitioners. We do not want the 
same kind of thing happening with the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office and this new market of 
individuals who will be subject to this type of process. I understand from Hon Martin Aldridge that the office is 
also going to attract a fair amount of resourcing to enable it to do these things. 
That said, we know that we need to have a robust oversight regime in health. I do not want anyone to misconstrue 
the comments here. We do not want an ineffective oversight regime. At the moment, it looks like it is a mess; it 
does not look like it is effective. Members only need to pause for a moment and consider, for example, the death 
of Aishwarya at Perth Children’s Hospital, a high profile matter that would be on the minds of all members. We 
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have had debates and condolence motions of sorts in this chamber on that matter. It is now before the coroner, and 
a coronial inquest is well underway. 
Evidently, if we consider that matter, the complaints process is not working. The parents of the deceased have 
complained for some time that the comments that have been made—including by the Premier, I might add—have 
been disrespectful, with the backwards and forwards about the staffing levels on that particular night. The Premier 
has dug in on multiple occasions, expressing his view that the staffing levels were satisfactory, yet the parents 
obviously hold a very different view. It has been interesting to note, for those who have been following that inquiry, 
that multiple experts have come forward to indicate that the staffing levels on the night were not okay. Understandably, 
given the highly sensitive matter, the parents are seeking an apology for comments by the Premier that they consider 
to be disrespectful and, putting the politics to one side, for the events that took place. We will see what the coroner’s 
findings are in due course. 
It is the pinnacle of the failure of the complaints system when parents need to come forward with a grievance about 
the death of their child as a result of a service—or lack of service—provided by the health system. That is the 
worst-case scenario. We might expect the system to be responsive enough to deal with the grievance, but it appears 
that is not the case, with the matter having to go before the coroner. In this context, I hope that the Minister for Health 
will ensure that her priorities are focused on the understaffing in health, the low morale and the ambulance ramping 
and that the disciplinary providers, the overseers, are focused on authentic oversight rather than censorship, which 
is obviously what has occurred in some of the examples I gave earlier. 

Noting the time, I will conclude on this point to say that the irony of the bill should not be lost on us. It is brought 
to us by a government that has not always demonstrated a level of transparency and accountability it can be proud 
of, yet that is what will be required as a result of this new health regulation system. A good test of how genuine 
and authentic the government is about this will be its response to the standing committee’s report, and we will 
have the opportunity to unpack that during Committee of the Whole House. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
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